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veterans day

University celebrates
Veterans Day

Kerri Tallman
Herald Contributor
On the eleventh hour of the
day on Tuesday, Nov. 11, the
University held a ceremony to
honor the men and women who
have fought for the freedom of
the United States of America.
The campus’ recognition of
Veteran’s Day reflects the way
the holiday has traditionally
been celebrated, even back
when it was called Armistice

Day.
The Allies of World War I and
Germany signed an armistice
on the eleventh hour of the
eleventh day of the eleventh
month in 1919. Up until 1954,
the day was called Armistice
Day. Since then, it has been
known as Veterans Day,
honoring those both living and
deceased who have fought for
this nation.
The University honored those
of the RWU community who

have served and are currently
serving our country. Students
and staff totaling to roughly 60
heads in attendance gathered
for the event in front of the
American
Flag,
listening
intently to University President
Donald Farish’s address to the
campus.
Although it was a small
audience in full attendance,
many students heard bits of the
event in passing.
Freshman Ethan Daniels, said,

“It was nice to see President
Farish address the University
honoring veterans and those
who have fallen while serving
our country.”
Jennifer
Conole,
the
University’s career advisor and
Navy ROTC gave a speech
regarding the importance of
the day.
“Veterans Day is not a day of
mourning,” Conole reminded,
“It is a day of respect, honor, and
gratitude.” Conole also worked

assault series

Sexual Assault Series: Part I
Administration’s perspective

Shana Sims
Features Editor
“There is a dark side to
a
University
campus,”
Roger Williams University
President Donald Farish said.
Sexual misconduct is a
problem at universities
nationwide. The reality is
that being sexually assaulted
on a college campus is a
serious risk, and one that all
students, as well as everyone
in the campus community,
needs to take seriously.
Dean of Students Kathleen

PLEASE
RECYCLE

McMahon is heavily involved
in the task force preventing
sexual misconduct here on
the RWU campus.
This task force consists
of representatives from the
Office of General Council,
Public Safety, Counseling,
Residence Life, and Student
Conduct. They have been
meeting biweekly since
the beginning of last year,
and aim to prevent sexual
misconduct, as well as
provide support for victims.
The task force started over
a decade ago and has been

making progress since then,
revising policies each year.
“If I hear of anything
that even smells of sexual
assault, sexual misconduct,
anything…I personally reach
out to that person and ask
to meet with them. That’s
the duty to investigate,”
McMahon said.
McMahon highlighted that
they encourage any victim to
contact the police in addition
to any of the confidential
resources on campus such
as Health Services and the
Counseling Center.

Since the university started
educating
freshman
at
convocation about sexual
misconduct this fall, more
incidences
have
been
reported
this
semester.
McMahon believes that
this is due to bystander
prevention education and
defining consent.
Farish also recognized
that sexual misconduct is a
nationwide problem, and a
see assault, A3

with the U.S. Coast Guard,
broadening her horizons of the
country’s military.
The ceremony also honored
two RWU alumni, one who
died in Vietnam and another
in Iraq. Lieutenant Joseph
D. Fortin, a 2008 University
graduate who died in Iraq, is
honored with marble plaque

see veterans, A2

security

Bayside
break-ins
Alison Rochford
Editor-in-Chief
After reports of a strange man
lurking outside of the Almeida
apartment complex last month,
Public Safety urged students
to take precautionary measures
such as locking all doors and
windows and keeping valuable
items out of sight. This week,
however, they have needed to
reiterate these warnings after
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Poetry Slam, hosted on Nov. 6 by senior Grace Ahl, had largest turnout in its 11 years. Sophomore Jared Clough was the winner of the overall event.

Poetry Slam packs big punch
Eleventh biannual event draws large crowds

Jacquelyn Voghel
Herald Contributor
Seventeen students performed
in the University’s eleventh
biannual poetry slam on
Thursday, Nov. 6. Of the 17,
15 poets competed and two
opened the slam. The student
poets performed before a full
audience, as well as a panel of
six judges consisting of students
and faculty members. The event
was hosted by senior Grace
Ahl, who was also the reigning
winner from the University’s
spring 2014 Poetry Slam.
The slam was divided into two
rounds, with the six highestscoring poets advancing to
the second. At the end of the
second round, sophomore
Jared Clough was declared the
winner.
“When I came to Roger
Williams, I immediately joined
the poetry slam,” Clough said.
“I didn’t know what to expect,
but once I came here, I realized
the audience is so electric, and
it’s such a loving atmosphere.”
For Clough, the best part of
the slam is being heard.
“When you go up there
you recite something that’s
so personal, and that you put
so much work into,” Clough
said. “Once you go up there
and spill everything out and

have all that love, loud noise,
and appreciation in return, it’s
unreal. It’s a moment that you
definitely cherish for the rest of
your life.”
Associate Director of Tutorial
Support
Services
Karen
Bilotti helped to organize the
University’s first poetry slam in
the fall of 2009, hoping to give
students another opportunity
for their voices to be heard on
campus.
“I wanted a venue for student
writing that reached a different
audience,” Bilotti said. “An
important reason was giving
students a voice on campus, to
tell us what they’re experiencing,
what they’re feeling, what’s
important to them, and what
matters to them as students.”
As the slam has grown over the
years, Bilotti says that she has
been impressed by the poets,
the audience members. and the
way that the slam unites the
students.
“It really brings the student
body together,” Bilotti said. “It’s
grown in student attendance,
faculty and staff support, and
the families of the slammers are
starting to attend.”
For Grace Ahl, the poetry slam
is not only an opportunity for
students to express themselves,
but also a chance for students to
educate themselves.

“I believe the slam really
touches upon a lot of heavy
topics in a very broad way,” Ahl
said. “Students who don’t have
the time or desire to sit in front
of a TV to get educated about
the world around them can
come to the slam, and it’s this
surge of overwhelming opinion.
A lot of times there are some
really intelligent ideas flying
around the room, which I think
anyone can benefit from.”
The University holds poetry
slams biannually, with one slam
in the fall and another in the
spring semester. Approximately
three weeks into the semester,
a workshop is held for students
who are interested in competing
in the poetry slam. The facilitator
of this year’s workshop was Jesse
Ramos, a 2014 Roger Williams
University graduate and past
poetry slam winner, as well
as former host. Two to three
weeks later, auditions are held,
followed by another workshop
for students who are selected to
be in the slam.
Bilotti
encourages
any
interested students to begin
preparing for the slam, and to
come to her with any questions.
“If a student is interested, start
writing now,” Bilotti said. “And
then when we announce when
the workshops are next spring,
come with that poem.”

Clough
and
Ahl
also
encourage interested students
to participate.
“Don’t be scared. Go for it,
because it’s the best way to
express yourself and be heard,”
Clough said. “With the slam,
you can throw all of yourself
out there to the audience, and
you’re going to get love in
return.”
Ahl
echoed
Clough’s
sentiments.
“I had no idea that I was in
store for this when I went to
college,” Ahl said. “I feel that a
piece of me would be missing if
I didn’t find it.”
The University will continue

to hold two poetry slams a year,
with a second slam planned
for the spring 2015 semester.
According to Bilotti, the event’s
popularity results from the sense
of community and expression
that it carries.
“It’s that sense of community,
belonging, and wanting to
share and reach out,” Bilotti
said. “I think that’s a really
strong impulse, that sense of
wanting to express yourself in a
way that’s powerful. Attending
is part of the same idea of
coming together. We’re part of a
community, and that’s how we
come together.”

andrew burgess/the hawks’ herald

Junior Jon Perlstein shares his slam poetry.

SAFETY: Public Safety cautions students
after multiple thefts in Bayside
from page A1

two reported break-ins in the
Bayside apartments on Monday,
Nov. 10.
“The perpetrator entered the
apartments through unsecured
and open rear apartment
windows and stole valuables that
were in plain view. Public Safety
is assisting Bristol Police with
their investigation,” according
to the Campus Advisory
students received on Nov. 11
from the Division of Student
Affairs and the Department of
Public Safety.
Director of Public Safety Steven
Melaragno said in an email
statement on Tuesday, “While
we were on scene at the first
break-in, a call for the second
break-in came in. The method
of entry was the same in both
instances. The perpetrators
pulled the screens out of the
frames and pushed open the
windows which were unlocked.
Items taken were mostly near
the window area but in one
instance we believe the thief
entered the room to take more
things.”
Junior Caulin Rogers was one
of the victims of theft, reporting

rachel diep/the hawks’ herald
Students urged to lock their doors and windows after reports of theft in the Bayside 100s and 300s Monday.

that several items were stolen
while he was in his evening class
on Monday.
“I have a big wooden record
player that usually sits right in
front of my window,” Rogers
said. “I noticed that it wasn’t
there and I didn’t really think
much of it. I thought my friends
had taken it into the other room
and were listening to music.”
After finding more items

missing, however, he became
increasingly suspicious.
“I kept looking around and
noticed a few other things
were missing. I noticed my
PlayStation 3 was missing and
I realized my blinds were closed
but the window was wide
open…our screen was on the
ground.”
Rogers also noted that his
roommates were in their

apartment during the breakin.
“My roommates were in the
other room,” he said. “I don’t
understand how they didn’t
hear anything.”
Rogers called Public Safety to
report the incident, but admits
that he did make one crucial
error.
“I did the worst possible thing

you could do” he said. “I wanted
to lock the windows and make
sure nothing else could happen.
Then all the cops come and they
said, ‘what did you touch,’ and
I said ‘I touched everything.’”
Going forward, Rogers and
his roommates plan to follow
Public Safety’s advice and
keep their doors and windows
locked.
“We’re going to keep our
windows locked for the rest of
the year,” he said. “The only
reason we left them open is the
heat here. It’s not even hot and
they blast the heat.”
Despite the two recent events,
Melaragno assures that campus
is still a safe place for all its
residents.
“This is not a common
occurrence here at RWU,” he
said in an email statement.
“We enjoy a very safe campus
environment and when things
like this happen we take them
very seriously. As always, we
encourage everyone to play
a role in campus safety by
watching out for each other
and notifying Public Safety if
something doesn’t look right.”
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Jewish Film
Experience
Steph Ressler
Herald Contributor
The Jewish Film Series
highlights a group of short films
that feature Jewish artists or
that are inspired by the Jewish
culture.
Students and faculty came to
witness the first night of the
Jewish Film Series, an event that
will be held on campus over the
course of five days.
The opening series included
a plethora of films, one about
a Jewish matchmaker, and
another about a group of people
living in a retirement center who
have interesting backstories.
One of the heavier films,
called “SILENT,” showed a
Nazi soldier as he lined up 10
Jews by the water and shot
them one by one. This was the
most graphic depiction shown
of the brutality that the Jews
faced during World War II.
Throughout
this
series,
students from all backgrounds
can come and learn about the
Jewish experience.
George Marshall is an adjunct
professor of Film Studies at
Roger Williams University,
and the founder of Flickers,
the Rhode Island International
Film Festival. He allowed this
film series to come to life.
This Jewish Film Series has
been in place at RWU for
many years, and even debuted
“The Lady in Number 6,”
a documentary that would
eventually go on to win an
Academy Award.
Brad Fagan, a junior journalism
major who attended the first
night of the series, understands
the benefit of having the series
right on campus.
“The film series is a great
opportunity for everyone on
campus to view quality films
that they might not have access
to otherwise,” Fagan said.
He believes that being able to
watch these films are beneficial
for students, because it adds
meaning and visuals to the
history of the Jewish people.
“The visual element of the films
allows people to put themselves
in the situation many Jews dealt
with. Some of the things you
learn about in textbooks are
hard to comprehend without
the visual element,” Fagan said.
Of the films that were shown
at the series, Fagan was most
impressed with SILENT.

“SILENT stuck with me the
most. It was very intense for a
short film and I was impressed
with how they were able to
build suspense so well without
any narration,” Fagan said.
Colin Mallory is a junior
Global Communications and
Spanish double major who
believes more students should
make an effort to experience
Jewish films.
“I think it is important for
students to view the Jewish
experience simply to educate
themselves about a group that
they might not particularly be
affiliated with,” Mallory said.
“The film that struck me
the most was “No Love Lost”
because of its integration of so
many cultures in everyday life.
I think it’s really important to
acknowledge that the culture
we put openly share throughout
our everyday lives has such a
prominent effect in our daily
interactions,” Mallory said.
Mallory believes that this
film series is a great benefit
for students to have right on
campus.
“What I took away from the
series is that the Jewish history
can be shared in a various
range of genres. The film
series included genres of short
film including documentary,
animation, comedy, and more,”
Mallory said.
Dean of the Feinstein Colleges
of Arts and Sciences Robert
Eisinger will be bringing his
father to the series to discuss
his childhood. He immigrated
to America from Austria, where
he escaped from being sent
to concentration camps. He
eventually settled in New York.
If you are interested in hearing
this story, be sure to attend the
final event at the GHH atrium
on Sunday, Nov. 16, at 1 p.m.
“I think it was really great
that the films touched upon
very many subjects regarding
the Jewish experience,” Mallory
said.

VETERANS: Heroes
young and old
honored on campus
from page A1

located at the base flag pole.
As part of the ceremony, RWU
dedicated the abundant wreath
to the two fallen alumni. Others
were encouraged to lay a wreath
in memory of those loved ones
who they have lost to war, and
also to honor living veterans.
Senior Kaitlyn McQueery
commented on the ceremony.
“I thought it was a nice
touch to allow the audience to
participate by placing a rose on
the memorial wreath.”
Unlike most schools and
offices, the University remained
open and functioning on
Tuesday. Many were confused
as to why classes were not
cancelled at any point during
the day. Kevin Hayden, the
director of study abroad
options, was the main host of

the event. He clarified, “We
don’t celebrate it as a day off,
but as a way of marking the day
and honor veterans with the
ceremony.”
Sophomore Jeb Stewart, a
former Specialist in the army
who served in Afghanistan in
2010, did not agree with this
sentiment.
“I don’t like the fact that we
don’t have it off despite the fact
that most of Rhode Island has it
off,” he said.
He also noted that several of
his fellow veterans had parades
and other ceremonies to honor
them on Veterans Day, and
should not have to even think
about missing class.
“I focus on my studies first,”
Stewart said, “so I wouldn’t be
able to be in a parade.”

ASSAULT: Top priority
for the University
from page A1

serious one at that.
“This is an issue that is not
exactly new. It has been the
devil on campuses for many
years, and it has been accepted
truth that the actual incidents
of sexual assault are far greater
than is reported. …It is a
pervasive problem on college
campuses, and no college wants
to see that happen,” Farish said.
There has been one confirmed
instance this fall where
bystanders intervened, which
he attributes to the University’s
proactive actions. He realizes
that in a bigger society, people
may not have that mentality to
look out for one another, but
that the campus community
has the potential for something
more.
“The point is that we are our
brothers’ and sisters’ keepers,”
Farish said.
While women are the most
common victims of sexual
misconduct, it comes in all
forms. Both men and women
are at risk, however, the culture
surrounding sexual misconduct
can be discouraging to women
who may need help after an
incident.
“It feels as if allegations of
sexual violence have not received
the same level of attention that
any other comparable crime
would have received… It’s time
for us to reassert that there are
no second class citizens on our
campus,” Farish said.

A new program for incoming
freshman
educates
them
about sexual misconduct at
new student orientation. The
administration is also working
on teaching students about
what consent is, especially when
it involves drugs or alcohol.
There is a serious learning curve
for entering students who may
never have been taught about
this subject. If a student reports
sexual misconduct, he or she
is given a trained advisor on
campus that can help figure
out the next steps to take. That
student can also visit one of the
many confidential offices on
campus, such as the Counseling
Center. The law requires all staff
to report anything they hear or
witness on campus.
No statistics are available
for this fall semester thus far,
but there have been cases this
semester through Student
Conduct. Last academic year,
there were two cases of nonconsensual sexual intercourse
and two cases of non-consensual
sexual contact which resulted
in suspensions from RWU. If
a student is found responsible
for sexual assault, the sanctions
range in the student handbook
from no less than one semester
suspension and up to expulsion
from the University.
Director of Student Conduct
and Community Standards
Heidi Hartzell is working in
collaboration with students,

faculty, and administration
in order to prevent sexual
misconduct on campus.
“We encourage students to
come forward and report these
issues. We also encourage active
bystander intervention to
prevent sexual assault,” Hartzell
said.
Farish understands that a
victim’s choice as to how to
proceed after being assaulted is
that person’s choice, regardless
of the services available. A
victim may not want his or her
experience to become worse and
have to re-live it by reporting it
or pressing charges.
“I think we have to support
the decision that a woman
makes in this case, not press her
in one way or the other. At least
that we are doing all we can on
the campus to put her back in a
good place,” Farish said.
McMahon agreed that the
campus has a responsibility to
protect the students and that
it’s something that the entire
administration cares about.
“What I think is unique
about us is that, from the
Board of Trustees on down,
everybody cares deeply about
it,” McMahon said. “For them
to spend two board meetings
on this topic speaks volumes.
This is not something you brush
under the rug or don’t look at
carefully.”
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EDITORIAL: Safety on campus
Recent events raise questions about communication

Andrew Grassey
Sports Editor
While growing up, my parents
always taught me to lock the
door of the house if I was the
last one to leave or if I was the
last one to go to bed.
Since coming to Roger
Williams University, there has
never truly been the burden
to do so even though I almost
always do.
For the first time since being
at school, I have really taken my
parents advice to heart.
On Oct. 20, I received an
email from housing speaking
about the reports of a “Strange
man lurking around the
grounds” of Almeida. It was to
my disappointment that the
email was supposed to be sent
on Friday, Oct. 17 but because
of an email list mistake, I wasn’t

notified until the following
Monday.
On Nov. 7, I received another
email about the specific
man who was lurking on the
Almeida property with his
photo and identification. The
email stated that he was looking
through the windows of many
apartments, specifically those of
the 200 building. This caught
my attention right away since I
currently live on the first floor
of the 200 building.
On top of all the strange
activity at the Almeida this
week, there were two thefts
from Bayside apartments on
campus where a perpetrator
entered through windows of the
apartments and stole valuables
that were in “plain view.”
These recent events made
me question my safety on the
campus for the first time since

I arrived in 2012. Although I
still feel safe on this campus,
the events have made me truly
follow my parent’s advice and
lock the doors and windows
every time I leave my apartment.

These recent events
made me question my
safety on the campus
for the first time since I
arrived in 2012.
For the most part, I feel that
this campus is a safe place.
Walking to the commuter lot
at three in the morning after
this publication is printed, the
campus is bright. If there is ever
an emergency occurring with
any of my friends or myself, I
know exactly who to call. Also,
there is a police station within

literal yelling distance of where
I live, but my main concern
comes from being unaware of
the circumstances going on.
With the situation at Almeida,
I never felt that I was completely
informed of the circumstances
taking place. I heard many
stories about what was going on
but never once did I feel I had
the whole story.
It also took three weeks
for me to be informed that
an intruder was looking
through the windows of the
200 building, where I live.
I knew that there was some
strange activity going on in the
complex, but I did not realize
that the incidents included odd
behavior specifically around my
building. An intruder was one
porch hop away from either
stealing belongings or possibly
committing even worse of

crimes.
This is, by no means, a bash
on Housing or Public Safety.
In the weeks following the first
email, I saw more Public Safety
presence and more Bristol
police presence than before. My
only wish was that I had more
information and updates along
the way.
I am sure that the residents of
Bayside who just heard about
the thefts that took place on
Monday night will be hoping
for updates throughout the
process and investigation.
As for now, I am just going to
follow along with the directions
of my parents and the emails.
Lock the doors, close the
windows, and if anything
suspicious is seen, call public
safety.
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High expectations brings added pressure

Welch and Colom look to lead wrestling to another successful year
Rachel Lombardi
Herald Reporter
Despite being a month into
their season, the wrestling team
is already living up to their high
expectations as a program.
They opened their season outplacing 13 other teams at the
Monarch Invitational hosted
by Kings College on Saturday,
Nov. 1. This victory is a step
up from last year when the
wrestling team placed second at
this same event.
The team hoped to wrestle
the best they could that day
and ended up performing
well, defeating some nationally
ranked teams.
Junior captain Francisco
Colom explained that a lot of
freshmen surprised many of the
team members and rest of the
competition at the invitational.
Freshman Justin Cochran
went the furthest in his bracket,
grabbing third place and fellow
freshman Carter Merecki earned
fifth place in the semifinals in
the 133-pound weight class.
The Hawks showed their
intensity and passion for the
sport, exemplified by freshman
Nicholas Barbaria, who wanted
to continue wrestling even after
he smashed his head against the
cement floor and split his skull
during one of his match-ups.
Returning members of the
team proved to be just as
successful. Colom won in the
finals in the 165 pound weight
class, junior Dan Ressler placed
second in his bracket, and senior
captain David Welch picked up
second place in his weight class
as well.
The Hawks earned a 37-6

victory over Bridgewater State
University in the team’s first
dual meet of the season on Nov.
7.
RWU won six bouts with pins
from Ressler and sophomores
Joe Albina and Kyle Foster, and
took a 30-0 lead. Sophomores
Thomas Carta and Ty Herzog
picked up the other seven
points in the win.
Prior to the Monarch
invitational and BSU dual
meet, RWU’s wrestlers worked
hard to prepare by dedicating
time on the mats and training
six out of seven days a week.
The practices gave the returning
players the opportunity to teach
college rules to the freshman
and help them get acclimated
to college wrestling.
“We tell the freshmen that if
they work hard and have the
right mentality, then they will
be fine,” Welch said. “It’s a
big jump from high school to
college, but they are doing a
good job getting ready mentally
and physically.”
Colom believes that this is one
of the best freshman classes the
team has ever had, because there
are many wrestlers in different
weight classes who have the
potential to win a lot of their
matches and advance the team’s
overall placement.
“I try not to put a great
amount of pressure on them,”
said head coach of the wrestling
team Jon Egan. “So far, some
of the freshmen have already
exceeded expectations.”
Captains Welch, Colom,
junior Dan Roger and senior
Josh Devriendt have already
proved to their teammates and
coaching staff that they were the
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RWU wrestling finishes first in their season opening meet in the Monarch Invitational at Kings College.

right pick as leaders this season.
Not only does each captain
run warm-ups for tournaments
and
matches,
motivate
teammates vocally, and act as
overall leaders, but they also
participate in other clubs and
activities outside of wrestling.
Egan mentioned that Colom
is an RA and is a part of many
clubs on campus. He said that
Roger is a local firefighter and,
as a junior, has already had
many internship opportunities.
“It’s about being involved and
being more than just a wrestler,”
Egan said.
The wrestling team hopes to
be New England Dual Meet
Champions for a second year in

a row, win the Pilgrim League
for a third year in row, and have
All-Americans and as many
Academic All-Americans as
possible.
“If we meet the majority of
theses goals then we will be in
good shape,” Colom said.
Last year the team had 10
Academic All-Americans, which
was the most in the country.
“We are trying each year
to have more Academic AllAmericans than any other team
in the country,” Egan said. “That
is truly the epitome of a studentathlete by succeeding on the
mat and in the classroom.”
After coming away with high
rankings as a team last year,

More than just a game

RWU hockey making an impact on and off the ice
Stephanie Nisbet
Herald Contributor
There are two sides to being a
student-athlete. In the case of
the Roger Williams University
hockey team, these two sides are
who you are on the ice and who
you are off the ice.
It’s not just about how hard
someone can shoot the puck
or how many penalty minutes
a player racks up on any given
night; the key to success is for
each player to have roles and
responsibilities and to retain
these throughout the season.
For the Hawks, this season is
about developing these off-ice
roles as well as the on-ice ones.
The
biggest
difference
between last season and this

season, according to head
coach Ed Silva, is the team’s
maturity. And for a team whose
underclassmen outnumber its
upperclassmen, it is crucial
that this maturity starts at the
top. The three senior captains
in particular—Jared Rizo,
Dillon Zaro, and two-time
captain Sean Williamson—have
provided strong leadership for
the younger players.
“All in all, I’d have to say the
senior class has been doing very
well [in terms of leadership],
especially the captains, and
the junior class is learning to
prepare to carry the torch,” Silva
said. “We have a good group of
freshmen, and they’re starting
to figure out the grind, how
it’s not high school anymore…

rachel diep/the hawks’ herald

Junior Kevin Murphy skates down the ice during one of the team’s
games last season.

Some of them came to college
young, so it’s taking them a
little bit longer [to transition],
but it’s definitely been better the
last two or three weeks.”
On the ice, the Hawks are
off to a strong start with a
record of 8-3-1 at the midway
point of the season. They’ve
stayed competitive with big
schools such as University
of Connecticut and Boston
University, winning 4-0 and
tying 5-5 in these games,
respectively. But the numbers
don’t tell the whole story. One
of the major challenges of
the season has been finding
consistency.
“In the beginning, we went
from good to bad, bad to good,
and we’re trying to find that
consistency. We’re trying to get
consistent with our effort and
then stay consistent,” Silva said.
However, things are looking up
for the Hawks in this respect;
Silva believes the team has been
playing more consistently in the
past few games and notes this
improved effort as one of the
team’s best accomplishments so
far.
Conference play has also
plagued the Hawks thus far,
and this again can be attributed
to consistency. Though they
are even at .500 (3-3) against
conference opponents, the
team’s three losses have left Silva
“disappointed.”
“They could have been more
competitive games,” he said.
“We had an 8-4 loss, a 7-2
loss, and a 4-0 loss. [In the
8-4 loss], we did not play well
at all, gave up 4 shorthanded
goals. We played them again
and beat them, 3-0. That’s the
consistency part.”
With 12 games left in the

regular season, the Hawks
still have a chance to work
out the kinks, find their
stride, and continue winning.
They next host University
of Massachusetts-Lowell on
Saturday is one of the most
meaningful games of the season
and an important on-ice/office intersection: Hockey Fights
Cancer night. It’s a night that is
always for a good cause, but this
year, Hockey Fights Cancer has
a new, personal meaning for the
team.
“Last year, one of the players
wanted to do a fundraiser for
someone back home that had
meant a lot to him. It was Jared
Rizo who basically did the entire
thing. He had roommates that
helped, but [the fundraiser]
was Jared’s baby,” Silva said.
“Then one of our players was
diagnosed back in June with
testicular, liver, and lung cancer,
and he is, right now, out of
school. He’s probably going
into his sixth or seventh round
of chemo, then he has to do
some stem cell replacement. So
obviously, this game has a very
personal meaning…it’s a game
that we want to win, and it’s a
game where we want to try and
raise a lot of money. Cancer
hits everyone; unfortunately,
everybody has their moment
with it.”
Looking ahead to the second
half of the season, the Hawks
seek to continue fighting and
playing hard while retaining a
sense of discipline at home and
at the rink.
“I think we’re doing better
than we have in the past…
seems like this team has a lot
more maturity,” Silva said.
“Good student-athletes, overall
good people.”

Welch explained that the team
is excited to live up to the
expectations placed on them
from last year’s season. A lot of
teams will be out to beat the
Hawks this year, but Welch and
his teammates are ready.
“We are trying to do what we
can do to be just as successful
as we were last season.” Welch
said. “We’ve been working
really hard so far and I think we
are going to do well.”
The wrestling team looks
forward to competing against
some of the best teams in
the country at their home
invitational at 10 a.m. this
Saturday.

Hawks
upcoming
home
schedule

Women’s volleyball
Western Connecticut
State
11.14.14 | 5:30 p.m.
Wrestling
Roger Williams
Invitational
11.15.14 | 10 a.m.
Men’s basketball
Lesley University
11.15.14 | 4 p.m.
Men’s ice hockey
U-Mass Dartmouth
11.15.14 | 6 p.m.
Women’s basketball
Brandeis University
11.19.14 | 6 p.m.
Swimming and diving
Worcester
Polytechnic Institute
11.22.14 | 1 p.m.
Men’s ice hockey
Eastern Connecticut
State University
11.22.14 | 5 p.m.

Follow
@HH_Sports
on Twitter for live
game updates and
stories online!
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Opening night

Men’s basketball mixes
youth with experience

Connor Casey
Sports Manager

Although the men’s basketball team
only lost one senior last season, there are
a lot of new faces going into the 20142015 season. You would think that losing
only one player would leave a minimal
number of spots open for incoming
freshman or walk-ons, but that is not the
case. Four more players will no longer be
a part of the team.
Out of the seven freshman players from
a year ago, only three have returned for
their sophomore season with the team.
Sophomores Josh Syska, Andrew Wasik
and Jake LePrevost will be returning, but
LePrevost will be sidelined for the entire
season with a torn Achilles tendon.
Despite losing four players who played
important minutes last season, head
coach Michael Tully has confidence in
the sophomore class.
“I feel good with where the sophomore
class is aside from the injury. I’ll leave it
at that,” Tully said. “The guys who want
to be here are here.”
Beyond the loss of four players, the
men’s basketball team has a lot to be
looking forward to this season. Despite
finishing with a 10-16 record, the team
was able to shake off a 2-9 start to the
season by winning eight of their final13
games. Tully was happy with his team’s
ability to make changes mid-season
and finish the second half of the season
with a winning percentage over .500.
The Hawks are looking to bring that
momentum into this season and start
winning games right from the get-go.
“This year’s team has more experience.
It has some new faces and definitely has

some of the old faces. It is just more
improved and more mature,” Tully said.
“The leadership is significantly better. We
have three seniors, Ryan Palumbo, Joe
Henry and Alex Barry, who have done
a great job over the offseason preparing
these guys for the start of the season,
both on and off the court. The chemistry
is much better.”
Over the offseason and in practice,
the team has worked on defense and
communication above all else. Syska
emphasized the fact that the team goals
center on these two facets of the game.
“Our team goal is to win a game with
defense instead of offense,” Syska said.
“The first hour and a half of practice is
defense. One big thing is communication
and team bonding and team building. If
you sit in on one of our practices you will
always hear us talking. That is a big thing
that the coaches emphasized.”
Much like last year’s team, the Hawks
will have an influx of freshman talent.
Although maybe not all at once, the six
freshmen will have a chance to make an
impact for the team immediately.
“The freshmen always have a learning
curve, but we have some good ones,”
Tully said. “They bring size, they bring
athleticism, and they bring skill. They are
good players and good kids who work
hard and some of them will be in the
mix. This is probably the deepest team
I’ve had in a long time.”
The Hawks will tip-off their season
this Saturday when RWU hosts the
Courtyard by Marriott Tournament.
The team will play their first game of the
season on Saturday afternoon, Nov. 15,
at 4 p.m. against Lesley University.

Life without Bovee
for women’s basketball

Amanda Calderon
Herald Contribtor

In college sports, teams always talk
about rebuilding and reloading.
When a star player graduates, it can be
difficult for a team to fill the void.
The women’s basketball team now has
to fill the void of losing their star player
from last season, Kaitlyn Bovee.
Bovee started 28 games for the Hawks,
leading the team in scoring with 16.4
points per game, 8.6 rebounds per game
and 48 three-pointers on the season.
All the accolades were good enough to
land her NEWBA and ECAC Division

Instead of trying to replace
them, we are going with a
different attack mode and
pushing the ball right away in
transition.
- Lisa Lutz,
Women’s basketball captain

III New England Player of the Year,
Commonwealth Coast Conference
(CCC) Player of the Year and WBCA
All-American honors.
So how does the women’s basketball
team fill the hole that Bovee has left?
“Kaitlyn Bovee was obviously a huge
loss, along with Ari Renwick,” said
senior captain Lisa Lutz. “Instead of
trying to replace them, we are going with
a different attack mode and pushing the
ball right away in transition.
The Hawks hope to use their strong
group of freshman along with their
other experienced players to change

their style of play. Instead of taking their
time and setting up the offense, they
will be looking to be far more fast paced
and attack the opposition.
“Coming in to this season we have a
very different look,” Lutz said. “We have
seven freshman and seven returners so
we have a very different flow than we
did last year. We are looking to push the
ball more than ever before and looking
for different options in our offense.”
The Hawks are bringing in a large group
of freshmen that will be competing for
playing time at the beginning of season.
Head coach Kelly Thompson is hoping
for the freshmen to make an immediate
impact.
“The incoming freshmen are a talented
group of really hard workers who want
to get better each day and are not afraid
to compete with the upperclassmen,”
Thompson said.
On top of the freshmen class, the
Hawks will also have returning players
such as junior captain Angelica Ariola
who is hoping to build off a strong
sophomore year. Last season she
averaged 12.6 points per game and led
the team in assists with 89.
The Hawks will be opening up their
season this weekend in Castine, Maine
at the Maine Maritime tournament.
The Hawks will be taking on Bowdoin
College in the first game of the
tournament.
The first home game for RWU is
Wednesday at 6 p.m. against Brandeis
University.
For the Hawks, it will be interesting to
see if they can fill the void that Bovee
left. To do so, every member of the team
will have to step up.

Swimming and diving changing the routine
Andrew Grassey
Sports Editor
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The swimming and diving team has been adding a new routine to their practices.

With the success that the men’s and
women’s swimming and diving teams have
had in the past few seasons, few would
think that they would want the change the
up their routine.
This season, however, the Hawks have
decided to change around their workouts
a little bit. After having three two-a-day
workouts every week in previous season,
head coach Matt Emmert decided that his
athletes health was equally as important as
practice hours.
“I’ve been doing a lot of research that says
athletes need more sleep,” Emmert said.
“So, we dropped our Monday morning
practice and essentially dropped two
workouts but we are doing less with more.”
The change in routine has already proven
to be efficient as both the men’s and women’s
teams came in first at the Commonwealth
Coast Conference (CCC) Invitational to
start off the season. Since that meet, the
results have been mixed with the women’s

team holding a 2-2 record so far this season
and the men being 1-2 this year.
For the athletes on the team, they believe
that being more united has helped them
and will help them inside the pool. In
previous years the team was a bit disjointed,
and although it did not hurt their ability
to perform well, it was a strain on team
chemistry.
“We emphasized a lot of team building
things and team oriented things that don’t
really have anything to do with the sport,”
said women’s senior captain Stephanie
Niman. “It’s really just trying to get people
to come together.”
The Hawks are hoping that their change
in routine and their team bonding will
make them stronger and ultimately
help them reach their goals. The team is
hoping to make it to the NCAA Division
III Championships and be nationally
recognized this season.
“For us, our goal is definitely to make it to
NCAA’s,” Emmert said. “Our overall goal
is to be swimming in March.”
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RUGBY: RWU looks to
grab number one rank
from a8
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Senior Andrea Gorman spikes the ball during their match against Salve. They won the match 3-1.

VOLLEYBALL: Hawks victorious again
from a8
kills, 19 digs, and three service
aces.
The final set looked to be
an easy win for the Hawks,
but Salve stormed back to tie
the set at 17-17. Two more
lead changes led to back-toback time outs. The final set
ended with a serve from RWU
sophomore Kristen Boyer
followed by a bad set from Salve
player Dianna Tauro.
The team is relatively young,
with only two seniors. The
starting lineup consists of two
freshmen, three sophomores,
one junior and one senior.
However, youth did not stop
women’s volleyball head coach
Ben Somera from having a
successful season.
“A young team definitely

has its challenges, but I think
our seniors Andrea Gorman
and Emily Werth did a great
job this season of creating
an environment where those
younger girls can grow without
feeling the pressure of having to
carry the team,” Somera said.
He is confident that the team
is “headed in the right direction”
and will continue to be a strong
team with so many returning
players next season.
“It’s
not
underclassmen
and upperclassmen, it’s the
returners,” Werth said. “They
know what coach wants
during practice, so with just six
freshmen, it was easy to blend
them into the program.”
Earlier this week, the CCC
announced their honorees for

All-Conference Teams and other
awards, which were mentioned
after the game. Somera was
named CCC Coach of the Year
and junior Elizabeth Flaherty
was named CCC Player of the
Year. Additionally, freshman
Josalyn Benson was named
CCC Rookie of the Year and
sophomore Brittany McMullen,
along with Flaherty, were named
First Team All-Conference.
The team will move on to
the first round of the NCAA
Regionals held at Stevens
Institute
of
Technology
this Friday against Western
Connecticut State University,
hoping to continue their sevengame winning streak.

Wellesley was never able to
generate any offense and RWU
came away with their fourth
shutout of the season.
“I thought it was going to be a
one-try game. I thought it was
going to be a really close game,”
Scro said. “We did play them in
a tournament in the spring and
we beat them by a significant
margin but we thought they
would have gotten so much
better. We went into it [the
game] being like, ‘this is going
to be a team of equal strength
and that we needed to put our
all out there.’”
After finishing second and
fourth at nationals in the past
two years, the Hawks will

look to take the next step and
come away as the number one
team in the country. RWU
will travel to Cherry, N.J. for
the National Small College
Rugby Organization National
Championships on Nov. 2223. Going into the national
tournament, the Hawks are
preparing just as they would for
any other regular season match.
“We are watching film, we are
seeing what we did wrong and
we are getting more focused on
that,” Dykes said. “Physicalitywise we are going to be pushed
a little bit more, but other than
that, [preparation] is pretty
much the same.”
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The women’s rugby team exploded with 88 points on Saturday.

SOCCER: Championship
won in penalty kicks
from a8

rwuhawks.com

Junior Doug Sasso and sophomore Mikhail Salnikov finish the race.

Cross country takes
part in ECAC
Championships
Joseph Carosi
Herald Contributor
On Saturday, Nov. 8, the
Roger Williams University cross
country teams participated
in the Eastern College
Athletic Conference (ECAC)
championships.
The men’s cross country team
finished strong, notching an
18th place finish. Leading
the way for the Hawks was
sophomore Ian Fullerton who
finished 76th overall with
a time of 27:19:14. He was
closely followed by freshmen
Luke Emby who finished 92nd
overall with a time of 27:35:91.
The next runner to finish for
RWU was junior Doug Sasso
who finished 122nd overall with
a time of 28:10:85. Joining him
later were sophomore Mikhail
Salnikov, who claimed 136th
place with a time of 28:26:31,
and sophomore Troy Lange
who claimed 155th place with
a time of 28:45:05. Sophomore
Brandon Gillis, freshmen Sam
Wazorko, and senior Joseph
Hurley were the final runners to

earn points for the Hawks. The
three runners had respective
finishes at 165th, 178th, and
223rd.
The women’s cross country
team also finished strong
with an overall 20th place
finish. Leading the team was
sophomore Morghan Linehan
who finished 118th overall with
a time of 25:12:40. Freshmen
Brianna Hoffner soon followed
with a time of 25:16:83
and an overall 122nd place
finish. Freshmen Kelsey Novy
and Katherine Dumore and
sophomore Erica Koljonen were
the next three competitors to
finish for the Hawks. All three
finished behind one another,
taking 148th, 149th, and 150th
place. Wrapping up the day for
RWU was Caroline Roohr who
finished 192nd place with a
time of 26:48:09.
The men’s and women’s cross
country teams will be competing
in the NCAA New England
Regional Championship this
Saturday hosted by Williams
College.

to bounce right off the cross bar
right to me. She worked hard
for the goal and I just got the
clean up.”
After an overtime period
where neither team scored, the
game went into penalty kicks.
With the penalty kicks at 3-1,
freshman goaltender Sydney
Martin made a diving save to
give the Hawks an opportunity
to win. The next shooter was
Tetreault, who drilled the ball
past the goalkeeper to give
Roger Williams University the
CCC Championship.
“Last year in high school, my
team lost in shoot outs so I kind
of had a bitter taste in my mouth
going to penalty kicks,” Martin
said. “I knew that I wanted to
win this game for more than
just me, I wanted to win it for
my team. They worked so hard
and they got the goal with 21
seconds left.”
The first half of the game saw
chances from both teams but
neither could finish. The closest
chance for the Hawks came just

15 minutes into the game when
junior captain Haley Carignan
looked to score but the ball hit
the inside of the post and came
back out. The Hawks continued
to come close to scoring
throughout the game, but it
wasn’t until the last-minute goal
that they could actually put one
home.
“We stayed in it,” Moody said.
“I always thought we had goals
in us and it just took a little
longer than we expected.”
For Moody, the championship
is the icing on the cake for a
successful season where he also
won CCC Coach of the Year.
He was happy with his team’s
efforts, but realizes that they
may have caught some breaks
against Wentworth.
“Give Wentworth credit, they
were the better team today and
we just came away with it at the
end,” Moody said. “The good
thing was that we never gave up.
You play until the last second
on the scoreboard, so with 21
seconds left, it was time to score

and tie the game up, and we
did.”
The Hawks now begin their
journey in the Division III
NCAA Tournament. RWU
will travel to the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology on
Saturday, Nov. 15, where they
will be taking on Bowdoin
College at 1:30 p.m. in the first
round.
The Hawks are hoping to
carry the momentum from
their CCC Championship win
into the tournament and make
a deep run in the field of 64
teams. For now though, the
team will take some time to
enjoy their victory.
“We did this my freshmen
year and my sophomore year
but I will tell you, senior year,
this is special,” Tetreault said.
“This is the best group of girls in
the world and I wouldn’t want
to be on the field with anyone
else but them. It’s awesome to
win it with them.”

paul struck/the hawks’ herald

Junior Mariah Kaiser pushes past Wenworth defense during their game on Saturday, Nov. 8. The team went
on to win the game 4-1, in penalty kicks.
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Women’s soccer rallies late to win CCC Championship
courtesy robert tierney

The women’s soccer team tied the game with 21.9 seconds remaining and then defeated Wentworth Institute of Technology in penalty kicks to win the CCC Championship on Saturday.

Andrew Grassey
Sports Editor
The night before the Commonwealth Coast
Conference (CCC) Championship game, Lindsay
Principe sent an email to the women’s soccer team.
The assistant coach wanted to make sure that the team
was mentally focused for their upcoming game against
Wentworth Institute of Technology and to do so, she
asked her players a simple question.
“When you go to bed after the game, will you have
any regrets?”
On Saturday, the women’s soccer team was just seconds

away from losing in the CCC tournament for a second
straight season and leaving the field with regrets, but
a remarkable goal with 21.9 seconds remaining in the
game and a strong performance in penalty kicks gave
the Hawks the victory (1-1, 4-1 PK’s).
“We were lucky today,” said women’s soccer head
coach Tim Moody. “It wasn’t our best performance but
all we needed was a winner and we found a way to
win.”
After a scoreless game throughout the first 82
minutes, Wentworth finally struck for a goal with 7:47
remaining in the game to make it 1-0. The goal left the
Hawks stunned, but not defeated.

The Hawks started to push hard for the remainder of
the game and with about 30 seconds left, they earned
a free kick from just outside the 18-yard box. The free
kick was passed to sophomore Darby Rawcliffe and she
drilled the ball towards the net. The ball skimmed off
the goaltenders hands, then off the post, and finally
right to the feet of senior captain Kristen Tetreault,
who knocked it into the goal to tie the game.
“Darby has the best foot skills on the team and the
best shot on the team, so I knew I had to be there just
in case she missed it,” Tetreault said. “It just happened

see soccer, A7

Women’s rugby
clinches third
straight nationals bid
Connor Casey
Sports Manager
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The team celebrates after winning their match against Salve Regina University on Saturday, Nov. 8.

A dynasty
in the making

What is better than going
to two straight national
tournaments and ranking in
the top four teams in the entire
country for two years in a row?
Doing it for three years in a row.
The Roger Williams University
women’s rugby team punched
its ticket to the national
tournament with a dominating
win over Wellesley College
this past Saturday. The Hawks
improved their season record
to 7-0 and blew out Wellesley
88-0.
Coming into the game, RWU
was ready for a closely contested
matchup given the fact that
Wellesley was an undefeated
Division II opponent. Right
from the beginning of the game,
however, the Hawks controlled
possession and Wellesley could
not stop them.
Physically the Hawks were
able to take advantage of their
opponent. Wellesley was not
able to match the strength

and agility that RWU brought
to the table. RWU scored 16
tries during the game and 11
players scored at least one. This
balanced attack led RWU to one
of its largest margins of victory
on the season against arguably
one of its toughest opponents.
“I think we had some nerves
coming into the game. They
were also an undefeated team
and we thought they were going
to put up a little more of a fight
than they did,” said senior
captain Ally Dykes. “We treated
the ball as if it were nationals. If
we gave up on the ball we were
giving up on nationals.”
Junior Evynne Gartner and
sophomore Sadia Crosby led
the scoring for the Hawks, both
coming away with three. Crosby
was also named Most Valuable
Player for the match. Senior
captain Abbey Scro also added
two tries. While keeping control
of possession throughout the
game, the Hawks never gave any
momentum to their opponent.

see rugby, A7

Women’s volleyball wins sixth straight CCC Championship
Amanda Calderon
Herald Contributor
The
Roger
Williams
University women’s volleyball
team continued its dominance
over the Commonwealth Coast
Conference (CCC) this past
Saturday when they beat rival
Salve Regina University 3-1 to
claim the CCC Championship.
This
marks
the
sixth

consecutive
season
that
the Hawks have won their
conference
championship.
The team will now receive an
automatic bid to the NCAA
Tournament. After a shaky start
in the first set of the match, the
team was able to right the ship
and sweep the next three sets.
Salve took the first set 25-21,
but the Hawks came back and
dominated the second and third

sets, winning 25-14 and 25-15,
respectively. In the third set,
Salve got sloppy and the Hawks
capitalized on their mistakes.
Freshman Maria Batas was a
crucial part of this victory with
strong serves, as well as some
critical saves and 33 digs. Junior
Elizabeth Flaherty also had a
big impact on the game with 17

see volleyball, A7
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The women’s rugby team won their third straight nationals bid on Nov. 8.
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Gabby Dougherty
Herald Contributor

MANVEER
SINGH

Junior Manveer Singh
is taking his passion for
cooking and stirring up the
Mr. RWU competition to
give back to the community.
Along with Singh’s passion
for being in the kitchen, he
also enjoys playing soccer
and basketball to stay active.
With his hometown being
Ipoh Perok, Malaysia and
his major being global
communications, he has
a keen eye for helping the
world around him.
“As a student, you sometimes
lose sight of giving back,
so I am participating in the

PPOOW
W!!
PETER
SCHMIDT
As an active runner on
campus, senior Peter Schmidt
took his need for speed and ran
a 5K race in which he gained
support from local businesses
in order to raise money for
Mr. RWU’s foundation.
Aside from running, Schmidt
also enjoys going to the gym
and watching television.
Something
to
which
Schmidt proudly admits
is his addiction to Sip and
Dip coffee, as he is a regular
customer. Schmidt comes
from Tolland, Conn., and
is currently a double major
in psychology and criminal
justice, which is why he is

excited to have an early start
to helping others around
him.
Alongside Schmidt is his
personal assistant junior
Jasmine Smith, who is hardworking and disciplined.
Schmidt loves the longstanding
tradition
that
comes with the Mr. RWU
competition, and thinks
being a nominee is a great
experience
in
general.
While taking part in Mr.
RWU, he hopes to gain a
better understanding of the
community around him,
along with reaching out to
the people in it.
“As a senior, this is something
I have always wanted to do
before I leave. I want to leave
this place better than when I
came,” Schmidt said.

As far as winning goes,
Schmidt does admit to
being a competitive person,
but feels that should be put
aside for this competition
because it is not as much
about winning as it is about
the experience itself. Peter
does find this competition
especially important because
he knew that Mr. RWU
would make his four years
here special. He wants to
leave the talent portion as a
surprise, but won’t disappoint
the audience. Just as his
chosen movie character, Bugs
Bunny from “Space Jam,” he
will entertain.
“I think the competition
is a great cause, and I hope
everyone comes to see the
show,” Schmidt said.

RICHIE AFIFI

SSM
MAACCKK!!

competition as a reminder to
myself,” Singh said.
By his side throughout
the competition is personal
assistant,
senior
Emily
Denault, to whom Singh
gives credit for being in the
Mr. RWU competition in
the first place, and feels he
would be lost without her.
Throughout the competition,
Singh hopes to improve his
time management skills and
become a better individual
in his community.
Singh wants to participate
in the competition because he
feels it is a great opportunity
to give back to a great
cause and admires that the
contestants to work together
toward a common goal.
Singh thinks his chances of

As contestant senior Richie
Afifi raises money for the
Children’s Miracle Network,
he will spin his way to the
top. He’s created his own
“wheel of torture” where he
will do whatever the wheel
lands on. Afifi has also
set up an online donation
page where people are able
to donate to the cause by
visiting
gofundme.com/
em0irw. From Yorktown,
N.Y. with a double major in
biology and chemistry, he
feels very passionate about
the Children’s Miracle
Network because he plans
to go into the medical field
in the future.
In Afifi’s spare time, he
enjoys participating on
the men’s rugby team as a

INDEX

winning this competition
are high because of his great
personal assistant. However,
he also knows that at the end
of the day, he is doing it all for
the children and that all the
contestants are in it together.
Singh continues through
the Mr. RWU competition
with excitement to be one of
the eight contestants to be
running because he feels it is
an experience like no other.
With this year’s theme being
movie characters, Singh will
take flight on his journey to
helping others as Jafar from
the Disney classic, “Aladdin”.
“Bigger than the title, is the
idea that these sick children
are going to benefit from all
of this,” Singh said.
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starting player. He is also
the executive secretary of
the Inter-Class Council,
where he is able to put
together various events
for the University. By
his side throughout the
competition is his girlfriend
senior Alexis Carpenter,
his personal assistant. Afifi
gives credit to Carpenter
for keeping him in line
throughout the competition
because he feels he wouldn’t
be able to do it without her.
Afifi admits he was told that
having his girlfriend as his
personal assistant wouldn’t
be the best idea, but when
described the role, it
seemed pretty similar to a
relationship.
“As a senior, I hope to get
a taste of everything I can
on campus, and definitely
hope to raise a lot of money
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because I love the cause,”
Afifi said.
As past Mr. Yorktown in
his own high school, Afifi
has experience with the
competitive aspect of Mr.
RWU, but feels in this case
it is not about winning,
and just wants to have
fun. His talent show act
remains a secret, but he
confesses he will entertain
the crowd by making a fool
out of himself. Using his
own personal charm and
kindhearted nature just like
his chosen movie character,
Shrek, Afifi hopes to make a
difference.
“Alexis and I are Shrek
and Donkey. We thought
it would be funny because
everyone expects Shrek
and Fiona, but she is my
best friend so it works even
better,” Afifi said.
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A strong passion for teaching
and learning in the classroom

Alexis den Boggende
Herald Contributor
Jane Ellen Scott is an adjunct
writing professor who received
an undergraduate education at
Chatham University and her
Masters degree at University of
Pittsburgh. She is an enthusiastic
professor and is very passionate
about not only teaching her
students, but learning from
them as well. Even as a young
girl, Scott knew that learning
would become a huge part of
her life.
“My favorite part of my
college career was my classes. I
was in love with learning,” Scott
said. “My classes were magically
wonderful and I just wanted to
learn more and more.”
Scott’s favorite subjects in
school were English, literature
and history. One of her bestloved topics in school was
British Literature. She found
the reading fascinating and
really enjoyed it. Some of her
favorite authors include Thomas
Hardy and Charles Dickens.
Her favorite genre is historical
fiction, with a specific focus on
Elizabethan-era literature. A
favorite novel of hers is “Wolf
Hall” by Hilary Mantel. It is a
multi-award winning historical
novel about England in the
1520s.
Despite Scott’s love of
historical fiction, she said that
she will read almost anything.
She loves going to the library
and just picking out a random
book to read.
While reading is a favorite
pastime of hers, Scott also
enjoys spending time with her
two young granddaughters.

They love taking trips, playing
school, and cooking. Scott said
she’s looking forward to taking
them to Plymouth Plantation
soon. When she’s not enjoying
a good book or spending time
with her granddaughters, Scott
likes to take walks and play
tennis.
Something that students may
not know about Scott is that
despite her outgoing, loving
nature and brilliant ambience,
part of her is shy and selfcritical.
“I try to keep that part of me
at bay,” Scott said. “When I was
younger, I didn’t really know
much about myself. I didn’t
realize until I was in high school
that I was pretty. I didn’t have
an ego or anything. I was just
a bit introverted when I was
younger.”
Scott has an affinity for odd
and bizarre films. While she
has many favorite movies,
one in particular would be
the 1970 classic “Catch-22”.
Additionally,
Scott
loves
Elizabethan-era films and
period pieces. She does not like
films with a lot of violence, and
has a soft spot for musicals. A
few of her favored musicals are
“Phantom of the Opera” and
“Les Misérables.”
Scott says that the reason she
became an educator is her love
of kids and learning.
“If I wasn’t a professor,” Scott
said, “I’d love to be an actress or
a singer.”
If she could have dinner with
three famous people, she would
choose philosopher Benedict
Baruch
Spinoza,
famous
composer Mozart, and actress
and singer Bette Middler.

paul struck/the hawks’ herald
Adjunct Professor Jane Scott has a love for teaching, as well as learning
from her students.

brad fagan/the hawks’ herald
The University held a Veterans Day ceremony on Tuesday, Nov. 11 to remember those who have served this
country and those who are still serving today.

Honoring those
who have served
Ceremony recognizes veterans
on campus

Eileen Korney
Herald Reporter
Flashback to April 6, 1944:
a young man barely out of
high school is shaken by the
chaos caused by five Japanese
kamikaze planes that strike his
destroyer in the Pacific during
World War II.
Flash-forward to Oct. 5,
2015: that young man, now age
eighty-nine, welcomes home his
grandson at the airport after he
completes his final tour in the
Middle East. Although they are
from different eras, both of these
men are American veterans.
“It’s important to remember
that when you say the word
veteran, it’s not [always] that
old guy in the wheelchair, it’s
somebody that could be in
class with you,” said Director
of Study Abroad programs
Kevin Hayden. “Or, it could
be somebody sitting across the
table from you. So it’s not this
really distant concept and it’s
important to remember the
commitment that they put
forth, it really is the nature
of service. They’re putting
everything on the line.”
Hayden served in the Marine
Corps from 1987 through
1993. He put his studies as an
international relations major at
Boston University, along with
plans to study abroad, on hold
while he was deployed in Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait during
Operation Desert Storm.
This was his second year on
the planning committee for
the Veteran’s Day ceremony on
the Roger Williams University
campus.
“The one thing I do appreciate,
actually, is that if we had the
day off, we wouldn’t celebrate
it as a community because
everybody would be off doing
their own thing,” Hayden

said. “We are able to come
together as an institution, as a
community [and honor the]
different veterans that are here
on campus whether they’re
students or staff.”
Campus
Career
Advisor
Jennifer Conole was this year’s
keynote speaker at the annual
Veteran’s Day ceremony. In
2002, she joined the Navy and
was in the the Navy ROTC at
the College of the Holy Cross.
For two and a half years, Conole
was active duty, then a reservist,
and later became a lieutenant.
Conole’s
experience
transporting Marines to war
while deployed, and afterward
working in military family
support and assisting spouses in
finding jobs, has influenced her
perspective in career advising.
She understands that oftentimes
the benefits that veterans receive
do not always offset what they
may have lost when they had
served.
“You may be sitting in class
next to someone who has lost
a limb, or with someone who
the emotional toll their service
took on them was so significant
that they lost their family... you
never really know, and that’s
why its important to remember
that [veterans] are all around
you,” Conole said.
Conole makes a point to thank
her grandfather on Veterans
Day for his service, along with
her husband who is currently
an active duty Navy Officer and
will be graduating from the War
College in Newport. Conole
believes that by regarding one’s
own political viewpoint, the
concept of Veteran’s Day is
valuing the core of American
freedom. Ultimately, this leads
to making the effort to respect
and honor veterans who made
sacrifices.
Similar to Conole, Career

Center Associate Director Susan
Caizzi was led to her current
position of career advising by
joining the army after high
school and working in human
resources.
Traveling
was
extremely appealing to Caizzi,
who was active duty from 1983
to 1987 and spent her entire
enlistment in Germany. The
time that she spent helping with
promotion boards and reviewing
the records of soldiers to make
sure that they were meeting
standards allowed Caizzi to
develop an understanding
of military lifestyle. After a
total of about 12 years of on
and off commitment, she
gained an appreciation for the
perseverance that is required
for a military career and is
conscious of supporting troops
year-round.
“Whether it’s a food drive, a
toy drive, [or] giving a dollar
at the checkout, all of those
funds tend to add up,” Caizzi
said. “I think really the biggest
thing is just to say thank you
[to veterans]... because the
challenges of just being away
from your family and being in
such a hostile environment for
so long, or their deployments
that happen constantly, are a
challenge.”
The prevalence of RWU
veterans alone is outstanding,
and is a reminder that American
heroes are oftentimes disguised
as common civilians. This is all
due to their modesty and belief
that they were only performing
their duty.
“Anyone meeting me on the
street would never assume that
I’m a veteran,” Conole said.
“There are so many sort of
invisible, incognito veterans
out there and Veterans Day is
an important time to remember
and recognize those folks too.”

shana sims/the hawks’ herald
Last Saturday evening, senior Pandora Wadsworth, along with other students, gathered in the Upper
Commons to enjoy a Wine and Paint night, sponsored by CEN and hosted by Paint and Vino. They were
supplied with paint, brushes, a canvas, ample instruction, and a choice of wine or beer for students over 21.
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Second-chance student

Alison Rochford
Editor-in-Chief

It is not uncommon for
students to mistake sophomore
Bill Balzano for the professor
when he walks into a classroom.
It can be uncomfortable for
him, but nothing could deter
Balzano, 54, from finally getting
his college degree.
When Balzano started college
at Boston University (BU) in
1978, he was top of his class
studying political science in a
pre-law program.
“I was one of two high school
students in the state of Rhode
Island that were selected to
work on the Rhode Island
Governor Internship Program,
which was a college-level class,”
Balzano said. “I worked for
the Department of Business
Regulation as a legislative
assistant writing position papers
and stuff like that, and I also
worked on the legal council for
the governor. In the summers, I
used to intern at a law firm.”
Balzano’s father recognized
his intelligence and ambition,
and he encouraged his son to
leave their family’s restaurant,
Tweet’s, which they still own
today, and leave the town of
Bristol, R.I. where the family
has lived since 1904.
“He didn’t want me to work
at the restaurant. He had
bigger and better plans for me,”
Balzano said.
Between the “distractions”
of living in Boston when the
drinking age was 18, and
a feeling of rebelliousness,
Balzano left BU and joined the
army.
After shattering his kneecap
jumping out of an airplane
during training, however,
Balzano found himself back in
Bristol working at Tweet’s with
his family.
For 35 years, Balzano worked
for the restaurant his grandfather
opened as a men’s club the year
before he was born. The pain
of standing in the kitchen all
day with a knee injury became
increasingly difficult to manage
for Balzano, and he began to
reexamine his future.

“I was feeling complacent,” he
said. “My life was kind of set. I
wasn’t growing.”
The Veteran’s Administration
gave Balzano an opportunity to
change this.
“I got the opportunity through
the Veteran’s Administration
because I was injured in the
service,” Balzano said. “…They
told me to take a test and I took
the test and they said, ‘do you
want to go back to school?’”
Balzano seized the opportunity,
and decided to return to school
with the hope of improving his
family’s business.
“If you’re not moving forward
in business, you’re falling
behind,” he said. “We’ve been
in business for 55 years. My

As an older student, Balzano
feels he faces an additional set
of challenges that many of his
classmates do not.
“When I came to Roger
Williams [University] I did
not have the skill set that they
assume a lot of students have as
far as technological training,”
Balzano said. “I’ve only owned
a computer for two years. I tell
the kids jokingly, ‘you grew up
with a mouse in your hand. I
had a compass and a bow and
arrow.’”
Despite these challenges,
he finds various ways to stay
engaged in the classroom and
on top of his work.
“I have to keep a discussion
going, somehow, in order for

tools you need to be successful
in your academic studies. I
spend a lot of time at the Center
for Academic Development on
the second floor of the library.
I meet with my professors. I
don’t think there’s a professor I
haven’t met with during office
hours.”
This is just one of the many
aspects of RWU for which he
is grateful. Balzano particularly
appreciates
the
Core
Curriculum that the University
has to offer.
“I really embrace that whole
‘who am I, what do I know, and
based on what I know, how am I
going to act?’ attitude,” Balzano
said. “That’s just fundamental
to anybody’s growth.”

left: courtesy bill balzano, right: alison rochford/the hawks’ herald

Bill Balzano bravely jumped out of planes during his military training, but he faces the fear of stepping into a
college classroom each day.

older brother runs it. He does it
in an old fashioned way, there’s
very limited technology used.
I wanted to come and see how
they’re conducting business in
today’s environment.”
Although excited by the
prospect of bettering himself
in a way that will allow him to
serve others, Balzano admits to
being far out of his comfort zone
being back in the classroom.
“Every day I have to get up
and face my biggest fear: that
I made the wrong decision,”
Balzano said.

me to stay engaged,” he said. “I
hope it helps the rest of the class
and doesn’t distract from what’s
going on but like in classes like,
science classes – I haven’t taken
a science class in 35 years –
when I have a question, I ask.
You can’t be afraid of being
wrong and being corrected.”
Balzano also credits the many
resources available to students at
RWU for his academic success.
“The professors and the
learning environment here at
Roger Williams are amazing,”
he said. “They do give you all the

He also emphasized that
one of his biggest takeaways
from RWU, particularly his
Core classes, is the power of
discernment.
“I try to be helpful to any
students that I have. I don’t
act as hastily as I used to, I’m
more contemplative than I
used to be because I’ve seen
the ramifications that poor
decisions can make.”
Balzano also reflected on
the decisions that led him to
become the person he is today.
“Growth
is
painful

sometimes,” he said. “…How
do you know you can’t walk on
water if you don’t get out of the
boat? Life is to be experienced.”
He continued, “I asked a very
successful man one time, ‘How
did you become successful?’ He
told me ‘Good decisions.’ So I
thought about it for a minute
and I went back to him, and
I said, ‘How’d you make such
good decisions?’ and he said
‘Experience.’ So I said, ‘How’d
you get the experience?’ He says
‘Bad decisions.’”
Balzano says he does not regret
any of his decisions in life, good
or bad.
“It all created the person that’s
here today, all these factors put
together. I would have liked to
do things differently but you
can’t change the past. There’s no
going back, go forward.”
With his years of life
experience, he is quick to give
advice to some of his younger
classmates. He tells them
the same thing he would tell
himself in college in 1978:
“Stay focused. Keep your eye
on the prize. Things that used
to come easy to me don’t come
that easy anymore. I was a math
whiz. I was good in math and
sciences, and just learning in
general, picking up new stuff.
Once you go sedentary for a
while…you’re not exercising
your brain.”
Balzano is excited for the many
opportunities that lie ahead of
him after he graduates, and is
most eager to use his education
to serve others.
“Perhaps being helpful in
the veteran’s administration,”
he said, “Being helpful to the
people that helped me, or help
other veterans. And bringing
with it life lessons that I’ve
learned over the years about
ethics.”
“I’m truly blessed,” Balzano
said. “I’m sitting at the
restaurant working, feeling
a little disgruntled, thinking
there’s more to do. The Good
Lord probably wanted more for
me than where I was and the
opportunity presented itself.
Seize it.”

Letters from London
American equivalents to London locations

Having been in London for
almost three months, I have
moved past the adjustment
period, and finally feel like
I know my way around the
city. One thing we had to get
used to was different stores
and restaurants. We’re getting
so used to them that we may
even miss them when we come
home.
London Store: Primark
United States equivalent:
Target, Forever 21, and
Home Goods
This was where we got all of
our bedding and accessories
for our rooms. Primark

has a home department, a
clothing department for men
and women, in addition to
accessories and footwear. In
this store, their first floor is
dedicated solely to women’s
wear. Their clothes are a similar
style to something that could
be found at Forever 21, but
much less expensive. Primark
will be opening a location in
2015 in central Boston.
London Store: Marks &
Spencer’s
United States Equivalent:
Macy’s and Stop and Shop
Marks & Spencer’s is a

michelle ryder/the hawks’ herald
Primark, a popular store in London, is a great place to get clothing
and home goods.

combination of an expensive
department store and an
average grocery store. Walking
in, you’re bombarded with
mannequins covered head-totoe in very expensive clothing.
This department store is three
floors full of clothing and
home goods accessories. Our
go-to spot is the floor below
ground level, which is the food
hall. The food hall is a large
grocery store ranging from
cheap fruit to microwavable
to-go meals. At home, when
we buy groceries we seldom
think about how many plastic
bags that we use. At Mark’s
and Spencer’s, they charge
customers five pence for every
bag that they use. Generally,
we bring our own reusable bags
to do our grocery shopping.
London Restaurant:
Nando’s
United States Equivalent:
Boston Market and Chipotle
It’s difficult to think of
an American equivalent to
Nando’s. This Portuguese
restaurant serves chicken
with a twist. The menu offers
different varieties of chicken
and flavors. It reminds me
of Chipotle because you can
chose whatever you want to
have on your chicken, and
you can choose the level of
spiciness. My favorite meal

is the chicken burger, which
is a chicken breast on a fresh
Portuguese roll with cheese
and a lemon herb sauce. Along
with the main meal, they offer
you several choices for a side
like they do at Boston Market.
It is a great fulfilling meal at a
reasonable price.
London Restaurant:
Metropolitan Bar
United States Equivalent:
Joes American Bar & Grill
The metropolitan Bar, which
we all refer to as The Met, is one
of our go-to restaurants. When
we first arrived in London,
we came to this location for a
mixer with our RA and other
students. In the first week, we
also received coupon books
that we could use there. It’s a
great deal and they have a great
variety of food, with a fun
atmosphere.

Michelle Ryder
Herald Foreign
Correspondant
Junior Public Relations major
studying abroad this semester
at Westminster University in
London, England.

Roger Williams
University
1 Old Ferry Road
Bristol, R.I. 02809
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Political head-to-head:
Summarizing election results
Democrat
Erika Johnson
Herald Contributor

Election Day 2014 proved
to be surprising to many, and
while Rhode Island went 100
percent blue, the nation seemed
to be on a different page,
maintaining Republican control
of the House and electing a
majority of Republicans to the
Senate. Rhode Island made
history electing the first female
governor, Gina Raimondo
(D) and first Hispanic to
statewide office, Nellie Gorbea
(D) as Secretary of State. For
treasurer,
former
College
Democrat Seth Magaziner

won and Jorge Elorza (D) was
elected Mayor of Providence
after a rough campaign facing
Former Mayor, Buddy Cianci
(R). For the federal delegation,
Congressmen David Cicilline
(R) and James Langevin (R)
were reelected, as well as Senator
Jack Reed (D).
Nationally, Democrats lost
the Senate to the Republicans.
With a Republican controlled
House and Senate, it will be
interesting to see what happens
in the next two years, especially
as these are the last two years

How
[major issues] are-or
are not-addressed
will set the stage
for 2016 and will
determine who will
take over the White
House.

of Obama’s presidency. Many
Democratic pundits, while

frustrated by the results of
this election, are optimistic
that voters will see what little
gets done with a Republicandominated government and
that a Democrat will have a
better shot at the White House
in 2016. The new Congress will
be sworn in on Jan. 3, 2015.
During this new session of
Congress, they will face issues
such as immigration, the ISIL
situation, the Ebola outbreak,
and treatment of veterans. How
they are or are not addressed
will set the stage for 2016 and

will determine who will take
over the White House and who
will be in control of Congress.
The Republicans need to be
careful in these next two years.
Any focus on social issues will
inevitably end with a presidential
veto or democratic filibuster
in the Senate. However, if
Republicans do choose to focus
on these outdated issues, they
will isolate more moderate
Republicans and younger voters
ensuring a Democratic victory
to both the White House and
Congress in 2016.

and took control away from the
Democrats on Nov. 4, giving
the Republicans full control of
Congress and the power to pin
down President Barack Obama
during his last two years in
office and get Capital Hill
working again.
The
Republicans
also
maintained control of a majority
of the Governors’ seats across
the nation. GOP candidates in
Maryland, Arkansas, Illinois and
Massachusetts all took control
of Governor’s seats that were
previously held by Democrats. I
am thrilled that the Governor’s

seat in Massachusetts, my home
state, turned red and will keep
a balance of power in the state
government and keep the
economy on track.
This major win for the
Republicans shows that the
liberal economic policies were
not working across the nation
and that people were fed up
with Capital Hill not working.
I am excited to see what the
Republican
Congress
and
Governors will do for the nation
and what the next steps are for
both parties.

Republican
Dylan Kelly
Herald Contributor
For the majority of U.S.
states, Nov. 4 held the longawaited Election Day. Rhode
Island had a U.S. Senate seat,
the Governor’s seat, and the
Congressional
Delegation
up for grabs. The Democrats
managed to pull off a victory in
Rhode Island.
Although the Governor’s race
was close in Rhode Island, 41
percent of the vote went to Gina
Raimondo (D), 36 percent of
the vote went to Allan Fung
(R), and 22 percent of the vote
went to Bob Healey (M). The
Democrats must show Rhode

Island they can fix the the state’s
economy, because with election
results that close, the seat could
easily turn red in 2018 if there
is no progress made.
Nationally, the Republican
Party did exceptionally in
the midterm elections. The
Republicans took control of
the U.S. Senate and maintained
control of the House of
Representatives, which gives
the party full control of
Congress. The GOP will have
at least 246 seats, its largest
majority since World War II.
Republicans stormed the Senate

This major win for
the Republicans
shows that the
liberal economic
policies were not
working across
the nation.

Do I, like, talk funny?
We are all guilty of using the word “like,” too often in
sentences but it’s about time we finally knock the habit
and use the word how it’s meant to be used.
Troy Robinson
Herald Contributor
Tweeting, twerking, and
selfies: these are the things
that define our self-adulating
generation, and give us a sense
of belonging within our age
group (after all, what kind of
college student doesn’t feel the
need to snap a selfie on the way
to class?). There is, however, a
new trend that has taken ahold
of our generation: The Simile.
We are, apparently, living in
an age of poets, where similes
are added to every sentence for
a dazzling effect (Shakespeare
would be proud). Comparing
two objects with the word
“like” is particularly popular;
it pops up in virtually every
conversation.
I’ll now show you how using
“like” can make you sound
more engaging.
The following is an excerpt
from
Abraham
Lincoln’s
Gettysburg Address, which

has been modernized for the
everyday reader: “Fourscore
and, like, seven years ago our
fathers brought forth on this

At the end of
the day, you’ll
sound more
intelligent, which
is like, seriously
awesome.

continent a new, like, nation,
conceived in liberty, and like,
dedicated to the proposition
that all men are created like,
equal.”
Tell me, would you have taken
Lincoln seriously if that was
how he talked? I didn’t think so.
As much as we tend to overlook

it, the ability to communicate
effectively is an essential skill,
and one for which future
employers will be looking.
Whether through interviews,
presentations, or casual chats,
you want your listeners hanging
on every word. Too many
“likes” in your conversation
will throw your message off and
distract your listeners: the last
thing you want is an audience
that counts the number of times
you say “like” instead of actually
listening.
I’ve sat through countless
presentations. The ones that
always stand out to me are
the ones where the speaker is
focused, concise, and engaging.
It’s important that you learn
now while you’re still in school
that every word counts. Take it
from me: I catch myself using
“like” all the time. But instead
of beating myself up over it,
I use it as an opportunity to
improve; I now listen in on my
own conversations, and try to
suppress my inner simile-loving
poet.

My life
as a statue

Dear RWU,
Alas! The quarter-life crisis: a time of emotional turmoil,
moral questioning, and intellectual brewing. The year is
waning away and before we know it, the foggy Rhode
Island air will be chillier than my bronze shoulders.
Try not to fret, young ones. Times may be tough, tea
may be sparse, and GPAs may be low, but just remember:
at 411 years old, I’ve gone through a few quarter-crises
myself. You’ll get through it.
‘Tis all,
Roger

EDITOR’S DESK
Do you...

Have an idea of a story you want us
to cover?
Feel strongly about an issue on
campus?
Have an investigative news tip for us?
Know someone doing something
newsworthy in the community?

Let us know!
Twitter

Email
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WANT TO PLACE AN AD?
Contact Jessica Cutliffe
jcutliffe609@g.rwu.edu

Off-Campus
Housing Opportunities
2015-2016 Academic Year
Two- and three-family homes available
All located within a few miles of the Bristol campus

Set-ups range from 3 to 9 bedrooms

Live with two friends or a house full of
people you know and trust

Each unit includes a washer & dryer, free trash removal,
yard maintenance, and snow removal.
Options include private parking, garages, stainless steel
appliances, dishwashers, and more.

@thehawksherald

hawksherald@gmail.com

Or come see us in the Campus
Recreation Center, Suite 202.

All tenants will be required to sign a one-year
lease with a parent cosigner form, starting June
2015 and ending May 2016

To inquire about a showing or if you have any further questions,
please contact Eric or Rich at RWUoffcampushousing@gmail.com

GRAD INFO SESSION
Thursday, January 29, 2015 — 5 P.M.

global
innovation
ANSWER TO LAST WEEK’S SUDOKU

MBA
MBA with concentrations in
• Accounting
• Hospitality
• Information Technology
Accelerated MBA (one year)
M.S. – Counseling
– Criminal Justice Management
– Finance
– Human Resource Management
– Physician Assistant Studies
M.A.T. – Teacher Education
M.Ed. – Teaching and Learning
Ed.D. – Educational Leadership

14-01-518 JWU Grad Ad HawksHerald_Final.indd 1

Take your career to the next level through
our professionally focused graduate programs
taught by industry-experienced faculty.
Join us at the Harborside Campus to learn
more about our programs and why Forbes
ranks JWU among America’s top colleges.
RSVP to:
jwu.events/GradInfoJan
For information:
pvdgrad@admissions.jwu.edu
or 401-598-1015
Grace Welcome Center
Harborside Campus
120 Harborside Blvd.
Cranston, R.I. 02905

10/29/14 12:23 PM

ENTERTAINMENT
Q & A: Jared Clough
EDITOR

Ashley Williams
awilliams686@g.rwu.edu
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Poetry Slam winner shares his creative inspiration

Courtney Danforth
Herald Contributor
On Thursday, Nov. 6,
sophomore creative writing
major Jared Clough took first
place in the Poetry Slam; the
following is a Q&A with the
poet.
The Hawks’ Herald: When did
you first start writing poetry?
Jared Clough: My farthest
memory I can go back to is
seventh grade. I joined this
poetry slam at my school and
just kind of went for it and I
just loved expressing myself. I
loved the feeling of putting my
thoughts into a poem and just
screaming the poem out to the
crowd and connecting with
them. I just kind of fell in love
with it.
HH: Do you think your
writing has evolved since you
first started?
JC: Absolutely. I remember
a year after that poetry slam in
seventh grade I looked back at
the poem and was like, ‘wow
that poem is junk.’ That poem
is terrible compared to what I’m
writing now. I look back to the
stuff I wrote in high school and
I think I improved so much. It
has definitely evolved especially
since I came to college. Now
I know how poems are put
together and what goes into a
poem. It’s not that I’ve become
a better poet, it’s that I am now
a smarter poet. I just know how
to say things better and more
effectively.
HH: What do you enjoy most
about performing your poetry at
the Poetry Slam?
JC: I love to reach out to the
crowd and try to grab all their

attention, and when I do that
there’s this moment of silence
that’s like… it’s so quiet in the
room and all you can hear is
my voice. They’re really paying
attention. They’re just within
you… we’re all one in that very
moment. And when you finish
your poem and everyone claps
for you it just gives you that
recognition it’s an overwhelming
feeling of love in return; just
the perfect feeling for anyone
who loves writing poetry and
expressing art.
HH: What do you like to write
about?
JC: Past experiences; really
focusing on my past experiences
and asking questions of what
is causing me to feel that way.
What is the true cause...I
think that writing poetry really
confronts my passion, my love,
and my thoughts. It helps me
confront the way I feel about
certain subjects. You really
discover a part of yourself.
HH: How often do you write?
JC: I would say I write about
20 minutes per day. I try to
write once a day. If my thoughts
are really flowing it can turn to
hours a day. It kind of fluctuates.
Sometimes, I can’t really get
anything, but when it’s working
and my thoughts are moving
then I can spend three to four
hours just writing poem after
poem.

andrew burgess/the hawks’ herald
Sophomore Jared Clough expresses himself through words while slamming in front of the audience at the
Poetry Slam on Thursday night, Nov. 6.

point where she started to forget
things. I remember when I went
camping with her one summer,
she kept telling me stories of her
parents and my family’s history,
just stories of her life and you
really get the sense that she just
wanted to open up. She really
wanted to tell me stuff before
she forgot it all. You just kind of
get to connect with people that
way.

HH: How would you describe
your writing style?

HH: Do you think you
incorporate that story telling
skill when you perform your
poetry?

JC: I don’t know if I have
a defined writing style, but I
could say I have a story telling
tone and I get that from my
grandmother. My grandmother
was diagnosed with a small form
of Alzheimer’s and got to the

JC: Absolutely. It’s kind of
like moving from one skill to
the next and changing the topic
but creating the same idea. The
poem is just one big story and
it’s just my way of expressing
myself through the story.

HH: What is your favorite part
of the writing process?
JC: My favorite part of writing
poems would just be when you
get your ideas flowing. When
it gets to the point where you
don’t have to just stop and
think, “What should I say
next?” it just starts coming out.
You can just burst out a stanza
in two minutes. And maybe you
go back and kind of trim the fat
of the stanza or maybe elaborate
more on it. I just love that
feeling of throwing everything
out there first and kind of
moving from that point.
HH: Do any particular poets
or authors inspire you?

poem in the slam, “Paradox,”
was actually inspired by Marshall
Soulful Jones’s “Touchscreen.”
HH: Do you have any advice
for people who want to take part
in the Poetry Slam in the future?
JC: I would say just don’t be
afraid because in the Poetry
Slam, there’s no negative to it.
You show up, you read your
poem, and all you’re going to
get in return is love. People
are going to cheer for you.
The Poetry Slam is really an
opportunity to express yourself
and say something that [you]
want to say. Just go for it. There’s
no judgment. I think it would
be a good experience for anyone
to take part in.

JC: Langston Hughes and
Marshall Soulful Jones. My first

Artist of the week: Grace Ahl

Kate Tufts
Herald Contributor

For senior secondary education
major Grace Ahl, poetry has
become more important in
her life than she could’ve ever
dreamed possible. Although
she is busy as she pursues her
education and completes her
student teaching, Ahl has been
sure to make time for poetry
ever since leaving her hometown
Scituate, Mass. and attending
Roger Williams University.
Discovering her love for poetry
was unexpected; she has always
been interested in writing and
has had a good hold on words,
but her writing took on a whole
new meaning upon coming to
college.
“I would freestyle with some
guys on my floor, and rap
battle,” Ahl said.
One day Ahl noticed sign
ups for the Poetry Slam in the
Commons and made a spur-ofthe-moment decision to sign up.
She said that she hasn’t regretted
her decision since.
“It happened all kind of
accidentally, but I fell absolutely
in love with it after that first
slam,” Ahl said.
Ahl’s passion for poetry and
performing continues to grow.
When asked how she feels while
slamming her eyes immediately
lit up.
“It’s the best thing ever. I love
the stage, the lights, and I’m not
one to get nervous. It makes you
shake when you’re reading it. It’s
not even a nervous thing; it’s just
a surge,” Ahl said. “Everything

a ‘10’,” Soto said in an email.
“After Grace’s poem, though,
like for every other slammer,
I had to offer a score. I wrote
my score practically before I
even knew what I was writing:
“changed my life. TEN.”

[Poetry is] something
that I do for myself. It
makes me feel really
good. To me, poetry
is a great way to
cope with life. For me,
poetry is an extension
of myself.
- Grace Ahl, senior

rachel diep/the hawks’ herald
Senior Grace Ahl pursues her love for poetry while sharing her
meaningful words with others.

else melts away and your own
bare bones are being exposed to
this crowd of strangers. You’re
vulnerable, but you’re not afraid
of it. It’s a very enlightening
experience.”
Ahl’s former professor and
judge at the Poetry Slam
Associate Professor Renee Soto

praised her talent and spoke
highly of her poetry.
“There were so many awesome
slammers [that] I awarded a
‘nine’ or ‘two,’ and felt pretty
good about reserving the ‘10’. I
believed I had to be careful not
to cheapen the ‘10’, and I was
prepared, honestly, not to award

Poets don’t think in the way
that most people do, and poetry
means something different to
every one. For Ahl, poetry is a
way to help her get through life.
“[Poetry is] something that I
do for myself. It makes me feel
really good,” Ahl said. “To me,
poetry is a great way to cope
with life. For me, poetry is an
extension of myself.”
As a senior, Ahl has experienced
a lot, and poetry has helped her
stay sane along the way. She
hopes that her poetry has also
helped people she has shared it
with, and that she can be a voice
for others through her poetry.
“If there is someone out there
that is usually shy or quiet, you
are able to be a vocalist for them.
It’s like a responsibility almost,”
Ahl said.
Poets also often have different

sources from which they get
their
inspiration.
Grace’s
inspiration mostly comes from
the ones that she loves most.
“A lot of it comes from
my family, my childhood
experiences, a lot of it is from
my friends. Friends that I have
back home in Scituate and
friends that I live with,” Ahl
said. “A lot of it is people. People
inspire me.”
After years of participating in
the Poetry Slam, Ahl stepped
up to host the event. Ahl is the
first female in the 11 years since
it started to ever host a RWU
Poetry Slam.
“I’m kind of nervous because
I’ve never done anything like
this, it’s a lot of pressure. It’s a
lot to take in, but I’m excited
about it,” Ahl said.
Along with wisdom of writing
poetry, Ahl has learned valuable
life lessons that she feels others
should hear regarding poetry.
“Even if you didn’t do it your
whole life, you can start at any
moment. It was something that
I didn’t ever think that I would
try. But I feel really good being
able to say that I write poetry
now. Everyone should try it at
least once,” Ahl advised.
When Ahl starts her teaching
career, she hopes to utilize
poetry with her students. She
doesn’t want poetry to leave her
life just because she is leaving
college.
Her talent with words has
certainly touched the lives of
others during her time at RWU.
Ahl hopes to be able to continue
to move people with her poetry
throughout the rest of her life.
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National Indian
Pudding Day
Nov. 13
The traditional New England dessert, Indian pudding, is honored across the
country on Nov. 13 annually. America was introduced to this “cold-weather classic”
during the 17th century, when the English colonists brought hasting pudding to
North America.
Soon, the formerly-known hasting pudding was completely transformed into
Indian pudding. It was originally made with wheat, but as there was a lack of wheat
at that time, the colonists began to use cornmeal as a substitute.
“Colonists had learned how to cultivate maize (corn) from the indigenous peoples,
leading to the new name Indian pudding [that] derived from their name for
cornmeal, Indian meal,” according to National Day Calendar.
They used milk as a substitute for water and they also added molasses or maple
syrup in order to make it sweet. Additionally, they use ground ginger, cinnamon,
butter, eggs, nuts, and raisins.
“Indian pudding is then slowly baked for several hours, transforming its texture
from the original porridge-like quality of hasty pudding to a much smoother texture
which is more typical of custard puddings,” National Day Calendar explains.
It is usually served with vanilla ice cream or whipped cream, as well.
The dish quickly gained popularity, and was found in most American cookbooks
before 1900. Like many other things, Indian pudding was replaced during the 20th
century with commercial puddings.
“The long cooking time required for Indian pudding did not appeal to 20th century
home cooks,” National Day Calendar said.
Indian pudding is most commonly associated with fall holidays and is served in
select restaurants across New England.
Celebrate National Indian Pudding Day today by whipping up one of the country’s
first truly American recipes.

Horoscopes:
Thursday, Nov. 13
TODAY’S BIRTHDAY
Personal power and confidence come with high-octane results
this year. Your influence grows with your professional stature.
Work gets especially fun after 3/20, with creativity and romantic
diversions. After 4/4, peace and quiet take on new importance.
Meditation, spiritual inquiry and planning take priority. Tune
your actions to your heart’s pitch for satisfaction and happiness.

ARIES

LIBRA
Sept. 23 - Oct. 22

March 21- April 19

You’re in charge. Don’t be afraid.
Be obsessed with details. Review an
intended action to avoid unpleasant
surprises. Your list of things to do
grows. Clean as you go. Postpone a
shopping trip. Listen to your heart.

Be prepared to apply some elbow
grease, and accept a profitable
challenge. If at first you don’t
succeed, back to the drawing board.
It could get explosive. Patience and
persistence reach to breakthrough.
Collaborate. Take detailed notes.

TAURUS

SCORPIO

April 20 - May 20

Oct. 23 - Nov. 21

A surprising development in a
group setting inspires action.
Stifle your aggression (or channel
it into art or music). A distant
power figure enters the game. The
pressure on you eases soon. Keep a
low, inexpensive profile.

GEMINI

Things may not follow the plan.
Aim for thoughtful rather than
impulsive choices. Accidents or
mistakes could get costly... slow
down and review options. Delegate
what you can, and recharge
batteries. Allow extra time for
distant matters.

SAGITTARIUS

May 21 - June 20

Breakdowns keep your focus
on immediate necessities. Hold
your temper. Start with a plan.
Keep cool, even if someone does
crazy things. Keep costs down.
Compromise and tact are required.
Encourage creative thinking and
find the comedy.

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

Have fun close to home. Work
interferes with travel. All is not as
you’d like. It’s not a good time to
gamble. Keep everybody honest
with open transparency as a policy.
Remember that it’s just a game.

CANCER

CAPRICORN

June 21 - July 22

Things could get chaotic and
expensive. Cut entertainment
spending. Don’t fall for a sob story.
Heed cautionary warnings. Don’t
try a new method yet. A fascinating
discovery arises from a brilliant
suggestion or idea. Practice leads to
perfection.

Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

Finish your work, and postpone
a trip. Revelations could alter the
destination. Barriers or obstacles
at home slow the action. Take it
easy. Think it over. Make your
choices, and let others decide for
themselves. Get organized.

LEO

AQUARIUS

July 23 - Aug. 22

Jan. 20 - Feb 18

Get your homework done before
going to play. An unexpected
windfall comes from handling
details early. Shipping and travels
discover delays or deviations...
stick close to home and handle
fundamental priorities. Clean
something. Make choices and
declare them.

Words get farther than actions.
Make bold declarations. There’s still
work to do. Remain cautious with
your money. Pad your schedule
to leave time for the unexpected.
Don’t travel yet. Find peace on a
walk in nature.

VIRGO

ashley williams/the hawks’ herald
Traditional New England dish, Indian Pudding, served with vanilla ice cream on top.

Longfellow’s Wayside Inn Baked Indian Pudding Recipe

PISCES

Aug. 23 - Sept. 22

Feb. 19 - March 20

Postpone travel. Breakdowns
require attention. Actions could
seem to backfire. Take it slow. Let
circumstances dictate the time.
Don’t jump the gun. Listen to
your heart. Make requests, and
someone else solves the problem.
Communicate with your team.

Respectfully navigate the chaos.
Unexpected
breakdowns
at
work require attention. Handle
immediate concerns, and put the
rest on hold. Don’t throw good
money after bad. Merge a financial
opportunity into vacation plans.
Work out a consensus. Choose
your direction.

Celebrity Horoscope

(Makes 12 servings — halve recipe for smaller batch)
2 quarts milk
1 teaspoon nutmeg
1 1/2 cups cornmeal
1/3 teaspoon ginger
2 cups molasses
2 1/2 cups milk
1 teaspoon salt
1 1/2 cups whole eggs
1 teaspoon cinnamon
Bring 2 quarts of milk to boil in a heavy pan. Add cornmeal to milk and blend
with a wire whisk until it thickens. Add molasses, salt, cinnamon, nutmeg and
ginger and bring to a boil. In a separate container, blend the 2 1/2 cups of milk
and eggs and add the hot mixture to it and stir. Place in a very large, buttered and
sugared casserole. Bake in a 350 degree oven approximately 1 hour. Test pudding
with a knife for doneness. Let stand and then serve with whipped cream or vanilla
ice cream.

en.wikipedia.org
Gerard Butler is a Scorpio born
November 13, 1969.

Gerard Butler
If you are a Scorpio, you share your sign with Scottish
actor Gerard Butler. Today, you may be exposed to “The
Ugly Truth” so be sure to continue “Playing for Keeps.”
While you may not have figured out “How to Train Your
Dragon” yet, you are strong enough to take on the “Reign
of Fire” on your own. Always remeber that “Tomorrow
Never Dies” and there will always be “One Last Kiss.”
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DIY: Nail Polish Colored Headphones

Are you tired of losing your headphones when you bring them out in public? Follow
the seven short steps below to personalize and add color to your headphones so you’ll
never have to question which headphones are yours again.
Step 1: Get your materials together. You will need a pair of headphones, a variety of
nail polish colors, clear nail polish, masking tape, and two clothespins.
Step 2: Use the masking tape to make different sections on the headphones. You
may vary the pieces of tape in size, but leave them between half an inch to a few
inches apart. Make sure you firmly press the tape onto the headphones so that the
paint doesn’t seep through.
Step 3: Hang the headphones between two objects using the clothespins so that you
can easily paint around the whole wire.
Step 4: Using as many different nail polish colors as you would like, paint the
exposed pieces of masking tape on the headphones and let it dry completely.
Step 5: Remove the pieces of tape. Be sure the polish is completely dry, otherwise it
will seep.
Step 6: Paint the rest of the pieces of the headphones where the tape used to be,
either freehand or tape it off again, and let it dry completely.
Step 7: Finally, use the clear nail polish to add a thin layer over the wire in order to
seal it and keep the paint from chipping.

ashley williams/the hawks’ herald
Add some color to a pair of headphones with nail
polish is seven simple steps.

Question of the week:
What was your favorite cartoon as a kid and why?

Kevin Griffin | FRESHMAN

Kyle Slate | JUNIOR

“‘Spongebob,’ because it relates
to my life a lot.”

“‘Pokemon,’ because it was a
cool outlet for me to fantasize
about.”

What’s
going
on this
week?
Thursday, Nov. 13
SPJ/MG: Expression
Session, GHH Atrium
9 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 15
Wrestling Tournament:
Roger Williams
Invitational
10 a.m.
Sunday, Nov. 16
PRSSA: Spikeball
Tourney, FH Cts 2-3
1 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Brittany Hayes | SENIOR

Brianna Daybre | SOPHOMORE

“‘Disney,’ princess Belle
because I looked like her.”

“‘Spongebob,’ because I
thought it was funny and I like
that it takes place underwater.”

Tuesday, Nov. 18
Talking in the Library
MTW, 4:30 p.m.
MSU: Discourse
MTW, 6:30 p.m.
Dance Club Rehearsal
FH, 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 19
Great Film Series: “A
Face in the Crowd”
GHH G01, 7p.m.

Aaron Fay | FRESHMAN

Tucker Carlson | JUNIOR

“‘Spongebob,’ because there
was a ton of episodes and I
never had to see a rerun.”

“‘Rocket Power,’ because I
wished I could do the tricks in
the show.”

CEN: ACE-Flowers for
dancers, Hawks Nest
7 p.m.
Dance Club Show
FH, 8 p.m.

